sphere (if we can correctly deter- burst in the photosphere of the sun.
mine the velocity and aberration of Certainly magnetic storms and aurosound waves). Then there is the ras are coincident with the great
ozone region, which it is claimed storms on the face of the sun. The
makes possible the absorption of the mean distance of the sun from the
violet and ultra-violet radiation from earth is 149,500,000 kilometers or
the sun and in this way prevents the 92,900,000 m i l e s , a considerable
burning effect of these rays. This length, but light travels some 299,870
may or may not be so; but above this kilometers (186,300 miles) in a secregion is a zone or sphere which is ond; and wonders can be done, if we
intensely interesting to all who work but know how to use the little photon.
with radio or wireless telegraphy. Here is a field for exploration. It is
This is the Kennelly-Heaviside layer, conceivable that man will yet be able
some 60000 meters above earth. It to read the life history of the great
was given this name because its ex- central globe of burning gas. And
istence was presaged, by two mathe- so we leave, at this end, the troposphere
matical physicists, one a professor at and stratosphere, the one a region of
Harvard and the other a modest, self- wind and water vapor, and the other
taught genius. This region acts as dry, cold and comparatively still.
a bar to electric oscillations and con- These were discovered by men who
sequently deflects and reflects our did not receive special honor, while
radio waves. Then farther up, at alive, but who with true scientific
about 80000 meters, begins the zone spirit continued the search for further
of auroral displays. The aurora is knowledge.—Alexander McAdie.
still an unsolved and mysterious pheFor further details see Alexander McAdie,
nomenon. The marvellous show of of"Airgraphics,"
pp. 19-25, and Fig. 3, Structures
the
in Observations and Incolor is undoubtedly connected with vestigationsAtmosphere,
Made at the Blue Hill Meteoroological
Observatory
in
Year 1929. Copies
the earth's magnetism and there is a of this publication are theavailable
at the Blue
Hill Observatory, Milton, Mass., for distribuquick (and it was at once thought tion
to
those
who
will
pay
the
postage
(IV2
sumultaneous) response to an out- pounds) from Boston.
BOOK REVIEW
Exploring the Upper Atmosphere, by perimental physicists on the strucDorothy M. Fisk, Oxford Univer- ture of the atom, is easily read and
sity Press, 1934, $1.75.
leads up to that newest of the sciThis book is announced on the ences hereafter to be known as Strajacket as "the first book in any lan- tophysics.
guage about the Stratosphere." This
The book is essentially a compenmust mean that it is the first book a dium of what is known concerning
layman may venture to read and feel the upper air. We notice a slight
that he can comprehend its contents. mis-statement in the Chapter on BalThere is an Introduction by Professor looning. Piccard and Kipfer were not
Brose of the University of Notting- the first to make a courageous ascent
ham wherein we are told that "if one into the stratosphere. Several Ameriis a novice he may start with Chapter can aviators had risen that high. We
I and after finishing the text come mention this because it is stated that
back to the introduction." There is no the "facts are carefully accurate and
need to do this for the latter, while the matter will bear the most orthotouching on the work of various ex- dox scrutiny." In the same chapter,
1
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there is missing any reference to the
balloon experiments of Doctor Jeffries, both over London and later the
crossing of the English Channel.
These were truly remarkable and
there ought to be some mention of the
work, for at the time they certainly
were noteworthy. There was science
in the samples of air brought down
and later analyzed by Cavendish; and
there was romance in the flight across
the channel. Only the heroine was
wanting. We are sure Miss Fisk
could write a charming account of the
first experiment in gliding.
It is also strange that little mention is made of the actual experiments of M. Leon Teisserenc de Bort.
He was the discoverer of the stratosphere and named it, as also the troposphere.
AN IDEAL REPORT ON
The Annali Idrologici or annual
report of the Hydrographic Office of
the Minister of Public Works of Italy,
prepared under the direction of Engineer Niccolo Salvini, is so unusual
in many ways as to suggest the standardization of reports on hydrometeorology and hydrology gotten out
by other governments along similar
lines. The latest report is for the
year 1930. Similar volumes have appeared, beginning 1918.
Considering first the hydrometric
records. There is given for each gaging station on the principal rivers of
Italy:
1. A small map showing the precise
location of the gaging station.
2. A cross-section of the stream
channel at the gaging station.
3. A table of discharge measurements, giving stage discharge and
other data for each measurement.
4. Rating or stage-discharge rela1

Less complete monthly reports are also
issued currently for the Venice district.—Ed.
1

Aside from the minor errors, the
book is full of useful information and
fully carries out the author's intention of presenting an up-to-date picture of this higher level and the
rather significant physical phenomena now being brought to light. These
new bits of scientific advance are the
absorption of the ultra-violet rays by
the free ozone, the behavior of cosmic
rays, the delay and acceleration of
sound waves in the upper air and
the level at which radio waves are
affected. The author has a pleasant
way of presenting modern work. The
man who cares to know about the airspheres and their influence on life
below will find in this book a most
valuable handy reference. We can
confidently recommend the book to
every student of air physics.—A. M.
HYDRO-METEOROLOGY
tion curves.
5. A table of daily discharges for
the year.
6. A table of monthly runoff for
the year.
7. A table showing the frequency
and duration of different daily discharge rates.
8. A diagram containing a hydrograph of daily flow and also a daily
flow duration curve.
9. Duration curves for individual
months.
10. A hydrologic balance - sheet,
showing graphically for each month
the rainfall and runoff. The rainfall
data used in deriving the balancesheet appear in another part of the
report.
Corresponding -reports on stream
gaging in the United States and Canada contain, in general, only two of
these items, in addition to a brief
description of the gaging station, viz.,
daily discharges and monthly runoff
data.
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